
Client Profile

The client is a multinational telecom, technology 

and communications company focused heavily 

on network equipment. The client serves

communications service providers, governments, 

large enterprises and consumers, with the

industry's most complete, end-to-end portfolio of 

network products, services and licensing.

CASE STUDY

to get the RAN network 5G ready

Migration and Network 
Re-engineering Capabilities for a Large 
Telecom and Networking Major 



CSS Corp supported a solution that included 

end-to-end accountability for the project, 

including:

Our Solution

The client completed a major 
acquisition valued at over $18B which 
would allow them to overtake their 
two biggest competitors in market 
share. The acquisition included 
consolidating the two major networks 
and transforming their infrastructure 
into a single leading-edge network 
with advanced capabilities and 
efficiencies.

Challenge
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• Planning (5G Readiness), Design and
Project Management

• Automation support and Remote
Network Integration  

• Field Engineering and Testing  

Migration and Network Re-engineering Capabilities for a Large Telecom
and Networking Major

Customer Engagement Reimagined
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Customer Engagement Reimagined

B. Automation and Remote Network
Integration Management for 5G Readiness

C. Field Engineering and Testing

     

    Supported improvising automation techniques to 

remotely administer many network migration steps 

including network health checks, pre-migration 

checks, core migration processes, call testing, post-

migration checks, and fault management

    Supported electrical remote tilt feature to remotely 

control and configure tilt parameters to for better 

dispersion of radio waves over a large area,

eliminating tedious manual adjustments and

improving network performance

    Performed physical integration at more than 10,000 

sites

    Completed testing and KPI checks across

installations to ensure quality and reliability

    Accomplished all work using CSS Corp’s resources 

including remote integration engineers and 90 field 

engineers

     Eliminated customer impact by updating equip-

ment without network outages or interruptions and 

removed the need to schedule work during off-peak 

hours

     Remote Integration Support from Dallas and 

Chennai with a 240 member team

A. Migration Planning, Design and
Project Management

    Engineered future state for the consolidated 
network including all base station configurations

    Performed extensive capacity management to meet 
anticipated future needs

    Built a specialized team of 12 resources for Design 
and Engineering needs

    Assumed complete responsibility for all planning 
and project management functions, creating  
end-to-end accountability for the results and 
outcomes

Migration and Network Re-engineering Capabilities for a Large 
Telecom and Networking Major

Highlights

      Engineered and designed a future ready 5G 
ready network with extensive capacity management 
features

      Accelerated the transition to an advanced single 
telecom network of strategic value by consolidating 
two major networks

      End-to-end remote integration and administration 
of network through improvised automation techniques

      Consulting and project management expertise to 
migrate, plan and design the network transition

      Physical integration of more than 10,000 sites and 
functionality testing through metric driven KPIs
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    Awarded “Supplier of the Year, 2017” 

award from Amongst 800+ for exceeding 

customer’s expectations in administering and 

delivering the project efficiently and effectively

    Process Improvement and Automation 

support accelerated base sites much faster. We 

improved base site creation from 3 per engineer 

to 8 per engineer resulting in 200% efficiencies

    Increased Remote Integration Quality through 

advanced QA of more than 90% across all 

locations through advanced QA and testing

www.csscorp.com
For more information, contact info@csscorp.com

Outcomes

Customer Engagement Reimagined
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